Abolition 2000 AGM - Draft Agenda
Monday May 1, 2017. 8:30 – 17:00
Donau City Church, Donau-City-Straße 2, Vienna, Austria.

8:30  Registration/coffee

A.  Morning session: Facilitators Jackie and Alyn

9:00  Welcome & Opening (inc. welcome from the NGO Committee on Peace - Vienna)
9:10  Introductions
10:15 Review of History & Operating Principles of Network
10:25 Coordinating Committee Report including report on follow-up to decisions at the 2016 AGM
10:45 Coffee break
11:00 Obstacles and Opportunities: assessing the global context

Resource People: Andrew Lichterman and Arielle Denis

Some obstacles: Resurgence in US/NATO - Russian tensions, Trump administration negative policies (nuclear ‘strengthening’, threat to Iran deal...), NE Asia and China Sea conflicts, South Asia tensions. Some opportunities: Ban treaty negotiations, NPT Prep Com, 2018 UN High Level Conference, anti-nuclear States on Security Council. Leading to proposals, to be discussed in small groups at the coffee break.

12:00  Reports from A2000 Projects and initial proposals
1.  Peace and Planet (10 min)
2.  Missile ban working group (10 min)
3.  Basel Peace Office networking and management project (10 min)
4.  Proposals:
   a)  2018 UN High Level Conference
   b)  Peace and Planet renewal

12:45  Lunch

B.  Afternoon session: Facilitators Susi and Steve

13:30  Reports from affiliated networks & working groups. 3 minutes each, with opportunity to link to more information (with presenters for the groups).

2.  Don’t Bank on the Bomb – Susi Snyder
3.  Economic Dimensions including Move the Nuclear Weapons Money and the Global Campaign Against Military Spending – ?
5.  ICAN – Susi Snyder
6.  ICAN Nuke U – Sharon Dolev
7.  Interfaith Networking – Caroline Gilbert
8.  Indigenous Peoples Issues - ?
10.  Mayors for Peace – Jackie Cabasso
11.  No to NATO/Nukes out of Europe – Joseph Gerson or Reiner Braun
12.  Nuclear Weapons Convention – Alyn Ware or Jackie Cabasso
13.  Nuclear Weapon Free Zones – Alyn Ware
15.  Radiation Issues/Sustainable Energy/links between nuclear energy and nuclear weapons - ?
16.  UNFOLD ZERO – Caroline Leroy
17.  Youth and disarmament – ?

14:30  Coffee break and group work on specific proposals
15:15  Report back on proposals
16:00  Abolition 2000 finances and fundraising
16:15  Abolition 2000 secretariat
16:30  Affirmation of Coordinating Committee and Global Council
16:45  Evaluation
17:00  Closing